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Take control of over 100 characters and lead them into battle to fight against the monsters that threaten the Lands
Between. There are 5 playable classes (Archer, Rogue, Warrior, Mage, and Assassin), each with various skill lines and

upgradeable equipment. You’ll need to carefully manage your resources and equip equipment to fight through a variety
of challenges, from monster placement to environmental hazards. For the first time in an action RPG, equipping

equipment gives you different stat boosts with different classes. By equipping two pieces of equipment with the same
class, you can learn up to three skill lines for that class. And with the formation of a cooperative party, you can become
stronger together! The Elden Ring Serial Key Game combines the unique characters of the fantasy world with the highly
refined combat system to give you an incredible role-playing experience. • Gather a Party The Lands Between are filled

with dangerous monsters that roam the area freely, so you need to venture outside the town to fight. When you
encounter another adventurer, you can form a party with them to increase your combat strength. Your party members

can also form a bond with you, and their skills and stats will increase at your request. Gather a party in the Barter
System. The Barter System allows you to put your items or a strength bonus in exchange for another party member. And
the Barter on the inside – the stats of the target will change based on the stats of the character who is trading. • Explore
a Virtual Environment In the Lands Between, there is a number of items that the characters can acquire. By discovering

those items, you can customize your game play in a variety of ways. As you explore and learn about the world, the items
you discover will become more valuable, and you’ll be able to discover new features and see new areas in the game.
Playable Characters in the Lands Between (All Classes): Archer: A self-sufficient archer who has mastered the art of

stealth. Rogue: A mobile and swift character who wields a sword, and is as skilled in stealth as they are with weapons.
Warrior: A powerful character who uses blunt weapons. Mage: A cold character who has mastered magic and wields a
bow. Assassin: A mysterious and lethal character who has mastered hunting skills. ■ Traps, Ancient Machines, Objects

of Power, and More! A variety of traps, including rotating puzzle pits, cover traps, and glass trap,

Elden Ring Features Key:
Confident Gameplay: A coherent development philosophy resulting in a game that feels like it is easy to learn but

difficult to master.
Learn as You Play: A story with an unrelenting struggle of defeating enemies and an unparalleled number of unique
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items. Experience a story with your own characteristics given an extraordinary sense of freedom.
Active Navigation System: Props to your fingers and your mind as you travel through the Lands Between. Mix in the

landscape with your own imagination to discover and enjoy the lively game world.
18 Unique Classes: With 18 powerful classes, there are countless combinations of character to be made. You can freely

change your character class at any time to advance in your own pace of play.
Dual Gameplay: Take on the game as both mortal and ninja! Evade your enemies by deceiving them with your battle

prowess, or make them chase after you with the skill of a ninja who wields a sword.
Versatile Multiplayer: Each one of the Kings from the Elden Ring is connected to a 10km-radius world, allowing players to

play the game anywhere.

Elden Ring Key Features:

18 Extremely Powerful Classes: With a total of 18 classes, there are limitless combinations to make. Each class has its
own unique story, meaning you will never run out of exciting content.
Want to Create Your Own Class? Become a Conjurer, Archer, Thief, or Brave!
An Epic Fantasy Branding Maps and Attacks While Enjoying Dungeon Drives to Increase Your Engagement.
Customize Your Own Character: With a variety of improvements to the character class system based on your play style,
you are free to become a powerful or dishonorable character. Be sure to re-examine your life to determine your
character class.

Elden Ring Key Features:

Support for English, Japanese, French, German, Spanish, Korean, and Chinese languages!
An original User Interface presented in beautiful motion.
A seamless online experience that surprisingly offers in-depth game content with asynchronous online play.
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